
A DAY IN THE LIFE 
OF A TECHNICIAN

Nixon Power Services technicians are providing PREMIUM service 
solutions during the COVID-19 pandemic. Rob Jacobs, a Lead Technician 
in Nashville states, “It is our responsibility to keep our customers and
ourselves HEALTHY throughout this time as we continue to provide 24/7 
generator service.”

Before arriving on the jobsite, he calls the customer point of contact to 
inquire of any existing health conditions that would deem the need of PPE 
specific gear. If so, they will develop a plan of action that meets the 
customer’s SAFETY needs/concerns.

A PREMIUM SOLUTION:

ESSENTIAL ITEMS:

ON SITE:
When arriving onsite to service OUTDOOR equipment, Rob will perform the 
following steps:
 - Spray Lysol mix on generator door panels 
 - Count 60 SECONDS to ensure full sanitization
 - Unlock & open the door
 - Spray “high touch” areas (controller, radiator cap, oil dip stick, etc.) 
 - Count to 60 to ensure full SANITIZATION
 - Use one pair of gloves to complete necessary equipment repairs
 - Once complete, spray all touched surface areas    
 - Remove gloves & sanitize hands
 - Call point of contact to VERBALLY communicate service results

One NIOXH N95   
    
Cartridge Respirator

Medical Mask to Cover 
Respirator Exhaust

Medical Mask 
(PPE Gear)

Cloth/Reusable Mask

One Tyvek Suit

One Pair of Medical   
Grade Gloves

Hand Sanitizer
 
Plastic Bags

Water & Soap

Bleach/Water/Lysol   
Spray Bottle

Disinfectant Wipes



CONTACT:

www.nixonpower.com

888-826-4966

FOLLOW:

Nixon Power Services

nixon_power_services

Nixon Power Services

nixon_power

VISIT:

Nashville, TN
Blountville, TN
Atlanta, GA

Louisville, KY
Charlotte, NC
Raleigh, NC

Birmingham, AL

COMING 
SOON:

Mobile, AL
Savannah, GA
Charleston, SC

When entering a building to service indoor equipment, Rob continues to ensure the
SAFETY of customers. He will wear a cloth surgical mask or a medical grade mask 
depending on the situation. Thanks to MASKS donated that follow CDC requirements, Rob 
can safely reuse the cloth mask as long as it has been zip-locked for at least 72 HOURS. 
Before entering the building he will Lysol spray his work boots to ensure he is not tracking 
anything in. Upon exiting, he will bag the mask and lightly spray LYSOL into the bag, 
writing the date and time on the bag to ensure 72 hours have passed. He will then search 
for an outside spigot to wash up with soap or he will use hand sanitizer up to his elbows. 

GOING HOME:
The safety doesn’t stop there. When he arrives home, he completes the following items:   
 - Remove & SPRAY down outside of house
 - Spray truck & floor matts
 - Put clothes & mask IMMEDIATELY in washer
 - Place wallet, keys & phones into gallon zip-lock bag
 - Lightly spray inside of bag with Lysol
 - Take SHOWER
 - Lay out clothes, masks & items 

Rob’s motto is “Clean BEFORE you touch, AFTER you touch - then PREP for the next 
day.” This routine takes time, resources and a heavy dose of preparation. 

Thank you Rob for doing your part to protect Nixon’s customers and team members. 

ENTERING A BUILDING:


